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At BAC, we’re committed to offering a full and flexible meet schedule that offers great competitive 

experiences for every level of swimmer.  Consequently, we typically offer WAY more meets within a given 

season than we would actually expect any single swimmer to attend.  You can find the current season meet 

schedule on the front of the web, and more information for each individual meet will be posted as the meets 

draws nearer.  Expectations for competing in meets vary quite a bit from one group and swimmer to another, 

so if you have any questions about meets as they pertain to your athlete, please ask a lead coach. 

 

Generally, we consider the meets we attend to fall into either two categories; participation meets (including 

intrasquad meets) and performance meets. 

 

Most of the meets we attend in a season are considered PARTICIPATION MEETS.  These are meets where 

participation is emphasized – swimmers are encouraged to try something new and have fun racing.  Some 

swimmers are less experience with BAC or USA Swimming meets, and our typical goal for them is to have a 

positive meet experience.  As swimmers age and move through our program our expectations increase and 

swimmers are encouraged to try new events outside of their comfort zones.  Best times are certainly 

celebrated at these meets, but the more important goal is skill development, race execution, learning how to 

compete the right way, and having fun! 

 

For a participation meet a good guideline for your swimmer is to do a few events they love, one or two they 

like less, and at least one that stretches their comfort zone a bit.  Remember that we believe swimmers should 

take responsibility for participation in their sport, so always connect with you swimmer when selecting events. 

 

A few meets each season are meets that we consider PERFORMANCE MEETS.  These are meets where we put 

a certain amount of special emphasis on a swimmer’s time, place, score, or on results overall.  The biggest 

examples of a performance meet are any of our season-ending meets like the Regional Championship Meet, 

State Championship Meets, or a ‘higher-level’ meet like Speedo Sectionals, Central Zones, or Junior Nationals.  

Other performance meets (WGLO, A+, etc.) often have ‘time standards’ associated with them, meaning that a 

swimmer must have already gone a certain time in an event to be eligible to compete.  Whether a given meet 

is a participation or performance meet for your swimmer is determined by their coach.   

 

PLEASE BE AWARE THAT USA MEETS VARY IN A NUMBER OF WAYS FROM HIGH SCHOOL OR SUMMER LEAGUE MEETS.  

CHIEFLY AMONG THESE ARE SIGN-UP DEADLINES, WHICH OFTEN OCCUR WEEKS BEFORE THE MEET. 

SWIMMERS WHO MISS A DEADLINE FOR A PARTICULAR MEET – EVEN A BAC HOSTED MEET – ARE OFTEN OUT OF LUCK! 
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